PRODUCER DECLARATION OF WHEAT BRAND/VARIETY IDENTITY

The Ohio Seed Improvement Association respects the seed producers’ right of confidentially regarding seed pedigree information. In order to ensure consistency of seed identity from year to year this Producer Declaration will serve as a notice that the seed designated as ______________ will be so named and not marketed under another designation by your company. I further affirm that I have a license to produce and market this blend, brand, or variety.

Description:

Circle One: Variety, Brand or Blend

Name:

Market Class:

Awned or Awnless:

Chaff Color at Maturity:

Head Size:

Disease Tolerance/Resistance:

Winter Hardiness:

Standability/Straw Strength:

Seed Size:

Test Weight:

Maturity/Heading Date:

Height:

Flag Leaf Orientation:

Green Stage Color:

Variants: (if applicable)

Special Agronomic Information:

____________________________________

Signature of Producer